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Size: Approximately 7 inches tall and 10 inches long.
Tension: Not critical but knitting weave should be tight enough so that the filling does not show.
Note: I have worked all the recommended yarns on 3.75mm needles.
Requirements:
3.75mm needles.
3.25mm needles for knitted nose.
150 metres of 10ply yarn.
Small amount of contrast 10ply yarn for Inner Ear.
Small amount of contrast 8ply yarn for nose.
2x 12mm Safety Eyes if using eyelids, or 2x 15mm Safety Eyes without eyelids.
2x 12mm Eyelids (optional). Can be purchased online from ShamrockRose.
Polyester sewing thread matching main colour of yarn.
Polyester toy filling.
Yarn sewing needle.
Small amount of Quilt Wadding for eye backing (optional).
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Knitting Abbreviations:
K= Knit.
P= Purl.
CDD
CDD
Stocking Stitch= alternating knit and purl rows.
st= stitch.
K2tog= decrease: knit 2 stitches together.
SKP= decrease 1 stitch: slip 1, knit 1, pass the slip stitch
over the knit 1.
M1= Make one, increase (see diagram).
CDD= Centered double 2 stitch decrease: slip two stitches together knitwise, knit
the next stitch, pass the two slipped stitches over the knitted stitch (see diagram)
YM
GSRS= German short row stitch.
TW= Turn work, if on a knit row turn work to the purl side, if on a purl row turn
work to the knit side.
YM= yarn marker, guide for eye positions. Place a piece of yarn on working yarn
between stitches, tie a knot so that it stays in place, see picture.
Weaving yarn through neck
Weave a length of yarn through the row for the neck: Use plain 10ply yarn for
weaving and the length should be approx. 4 times the width of the stitches on
the needle. Begin 1 stitch in from the start on the wrong side, place the weaving
yarn over the working yarn prior to knitting the next stitch, finish 1 stitch in
from the end. Leave approx. 4 inches each end. The yarn when drawn up holds
the neck shape.
Recommended yarns: Red Heart Super Saver available on line from https://www.americanyarns.com.au/
Wendy Eider (a short fur yarn), available on line from http://www.woolwarehouse.co.uk/
Available at Spotlight: Abbey Road “Wool to be Wild”, Abbey Road “Strawberry Fields Mohair”, or 4
Seasons Marvel 12 ply (a light weight 12ply that works up nicely for the Wombat)
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Starting at the back of body cast on 9 stitches on 3.75 mm straight needles using thumb method.
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K1, to end of row). (17st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K2, to end of row). (25st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K3, to end of row). (33st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K4, to end of row). (41st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K5, to end of row). (49st)
Stocking stitch 3 rows starting and ending with purl rows.
K20, (M1, K3, 4 times), K17. (53st)
Stocking stitch 3 rows starting and ending with purl rows.
K22, (M1, K3, 4 times), K19. (57st)
Stocking stitch 3 rows starting and ending with purl rows.
K24, (M1, K3, 4 times), K21. (61st)
Stocking stitch 27 rows starting and ending with purl rows.
K5, (K2tog, K2, 3 times), K29, (K2tog, K2, 3 times), K3. (55st)
Purl 1 row.
K3, (K2tog, K1, 3 times), K32, (K2tog, K1, 3 times), K2. (49st)
Purl 1 row.
Knit 1 row weaving in a length of yarn to stabilize neck.
Purl 1 row.
Short rows:
GSRS purl side: when you have turned your work slip the first stitch purl wise Pic.1. draw up
K45, TW.
on the working yarn until there is 2 legs as in Pic.2, bring the working yarn forward between
GSRS, P40, TW.
the needles Pic.3. GSRS is now complete
GSRS, K38, TW.
Pic.1
Pic.2
Pic.3
GSRS, P36, TW.
GSRS, K34, TW.
GSRS, P32, TW.
GSRS, K30, TW.
GSRS, P28, TW.
GSRS knit side: when you have turned your work bring the yarn forward between the
GSRS, K26, TW.
needles Pic.4 slip the first stitch purl wise Pic.5 draw up on the working yarn until there is
GSRS, P24, TW.
2 legs as in Pic.6. GSRS is now complete
GSRS, K36.
Pic.4
Pic.5
Pic.6
Purl 1 row. (49st)
Short rows complete.

Work the 2 legs of the german
short row stitch as 1 stitch, knit
the 2 legs together as in Pic.7, purl
the 2 legs together as in Pic.8.

Pic.7

Pic.8
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Stocking stitch 6 rows starting with a knit row.
K17, YM, K15, YM, K17.
Purl 1 row.
K1, (K2tog, K4, to end of row). (41st)
Stocking stitch 3 rows starting and ending with purl rows.
K1, (K2tog, K3, to end of row). (33st)
Stocking stitch 5 rows starting and ending with purl rows.
K1, (K2tog, K2, to end of row). (25st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (K2tog, K1, to end of row). (17st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (K2tog, to end of row). (9st)
Break yarn and thread through remaining 9 stitches, draw up firmly and secure.
Note: when breaking yarn and threading through stitches slip the stitches to the opposite needle and thread the yarn through
from the opposite end, gives a neater finish. This method is used throughout the pattern when drawing up stitches.

Legs : make 4
Note: the 4 legs are worked the same with the exception of the ankle shaping and length. To save
confusion mark the legs front/back, left/ right when completed.
Cast on 7 stitches on 3.75 mm straight needles using thumb method.
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K1, to end of row). (13st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K2, to end of row). (19st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K3, to end of row). (25st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, (M1, K4, to end of row). (31st)
Stocking stitch 3 rows starting and ending with purl rows.
Follow directions for leg that is being worked, left front or back, right front or back.
Front and back right legs only:
K3, (K2tog, K1, 6 times), K10. (25st)
Purl 1 row.
K2, (K2tog,3 times),K1,(K2tog,3 times), K10. (19st)

Front and back left legs only:
K11, (K2tog, K1, 6 times), K2. (25st)
Purl 1 row.
K10, (K2tog,3 times),K1,(K2tog,3 times),K2. (19st)

Front legs only: Stocking stitch 3 rows.
Back legs only: Purl 1 row.
Continue as follows for all 4 legs:
K6, (M1, K3, 3 times), K4. (22st)
Purl 1 row.
Cast off the first 3 stitches, knit to end of row. (19st)
Cast off the first 3 stitches, purl to end of row. (16st)
SKP, knit to last 2 stitches, K2tog. (14st)
Purl 1 row.
SKP, knit to last 2 stitches, K2tog. (12st)
Purl 1 row.
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SKP, knit to last 2 stitches, K2tog. (10st)
Purl 1 row.
Cast off working the SKP and K2tog at the start and end of row.
Inner Ear (make 2)
Cast on 12 stitches on 3.75 mm straight needles with contrast colour yarn using thumb method.
Stocking stitch 4 rows starting with a knit row.
K1, SKP, K2, K2tog, K2, K2tog, K1. (9st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, SKP, K3, K2tog, K1. (7st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, SKP, K1, K2tog, K1. (5st)
Purl 1 row.
SKP, K1, K2tog. (3st)
Break yarn leaving the 3 stitches on a holder and set aside.
Outer Ear (make 2)
Cast on 16 stitches on 3.75 mm straight needles with Main colour yarn using thumb method.
Stocking stitch 5 rows starting with a purl row.
Pic.9
Pic.10
K1, (SKP, K2, twice), K2tog, K2, K2tog, K1. (12st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, SKP, K6, K2tog, K1. (10st)
Purl 1 row.
K1, SKP, K4, K2tog, K1. (8st)
Purl 1 row.
Pic.11
Pic.12
K1, SKP, (K2tog, twice), K1. (5st)
Break yarn, slip the stitches to the opposite
needle. With the wrong sides of the inner and
outer ear facing together thread the working
yarn from the outer ear through the 3 stitches of
the inner ear Pic. 9, thread the yarn through the stitches of the outer ear onto the working yarn as in
Pic.10. Once you have threaded the stitches of the outer ear onto the working yarn take the needle under
the working yarn as in Pic.11 and draw up firmly Pic. 12. The tails of yarn can be used to seam the sides of
the ear.

Nose:
Cast on 13 stitches on 3.25mm straight needles with Contrast 8 ply yarn for nose using thumb method.
Purl 1 row.
K5, CDD, K5. (11st)
Purl 1 row.
K4, CDD, K4. (9st)
Purl 1 row.
K3, CDD, K3. (7st)
Purl 1 row.
K2, CDD, K2. (5st)
Cast off leaving a long tail.
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Tail:
Note: the first 4 rows are worked as an Icord.
Cast on 4 stitches on 3.75 mm using thumb method.
Slip the stitches to the other needle so that the working yarn is located as in Pic.13 Knit the 4 stitches
bringing the yarn across at the back to knit the first stitch as in Pic.14 , keep the tension tight when knitting
the first stitch. Work 3 more knit rows following the same steps as for the first row pulling down on the
cast on tail after knitting each row. Do not slip the stitches to the opposite needle when you have
completed the fourth row. You will now work flat, stocking stitch 3 rows starting with a purl row.
SKP, K2tog.
Break yarn and thread through remaining 2 stitches.
Pic.13

Pic.14

TO MAKE UP:
Insert the safety eyes where the yarn markers are located,
if using quilt wadding cut a circle 4 times larger than the
eye, with a knitting needle push a hole through the centre
of the wadding. On the wrong side place the wadding over
the shank of the eye and push the locking washer in place
as in Pic.1, the wadding helps prevent the eye from being
pulled off, remove yarn markers. At the back of the body
using the cast on tail run a slip stitch through the cast on
loops see Pic.2, draw up firmly. Mattress stitch as indicated
in Pic.3, leaving a large enough gap to stuff, ensure that
you do not capture the yarn woven through the neck in the
seam. Stuff the body and head, have the 2 ends of the
yarn woven through the neck on the outside while stuffing
as in Pic.4. When you have stuffed the head/body take the
ends of the 2 strands woven through the neck and gently
draw up evenly until the neck is drawn in as in Pic.5, tie off
and tuck the yarn ends into the body. Adjust the stuffing if
required and close the body seam.
Slip stitch through the cast on loops on the sole of each leg
draw up firmly and mattress stitch to the cast off stitches
at the beginning of the shaping. Stuff the leg as in Pic.6,
more stuffing will be added as you sew the legs in place.

Pic.15

Pic.1

Pic.2

Pic.3

Mattress stitch from here to here

Pic.4

Pic.5

Pic.6
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Pin the front and back legs to the body with the inside leg
Pic.7
Pic.8
seam approx. ½ inch from the under body seam. The front
legs should be approx. ¼ inch from the neckline as in Pic. 7.
Leg seam
the back leg should be level with the back of the body, leg
Underbody seam
seam Pic.8, see Pic.9 for leg positioning. Before sewing the
Underbody seam
legs on stand the wombat on a level surface to ensure the legs
are even and that all 4 soles touch the surface. Use sewing
thread to slip stitch the legs in place, start at the inside leg
Pic.9
seam and work around the leg turning the cast off stitches in so
they cannot be seen. When you have approximately 1 inch left
to sew adjust the stuffing in the leg, push a small amount of
stuffing into the top of the leg, close the seam.
Indent and draw the eyes closer together by using a length of
yarn threaded on a yarn needle, enter the needle in ¼ inch in
from the inside edge of the eye against the eye, go slightly
downwards and across to the opposite eye and exit the needle
out in the same position at the top. Take the needle to the
bottom of the eye enter the needle in and take it back to
Pic.11
Pic.10
the opposite eye exiting at the bottom Pic.10. Take the 2
ends of yarn and draw up slightly and tie off. The loops
of yarn across the edge of the eyes will slip under the eye
when you draw the yarn up, if not slip these under the
eye with a needle. Thread the yarn tails into the head
bring them out at the back of the head and cut off.
Mattress stitch the side seams of the ears. Using sewing
Pic.12
Pic.13
thread slip stitch inner and outer ear together along the
bottom as in Pic.11. Pin the ears in place, the base of the
ear should form a V shape see Pics.12 & 13. Slip stitch in
place with sewing thread.
Thread the cast on tail of the tail up through the centre
of the Icord. Pin the tail in place Pic.14 over the drawn up
stitches and thread the yarn tails into the body. Slip
Pic.14
Pic.15
stitch the flat knitted section of the tail to the body
with sewing thread.
At the back of the nose slip stitch the cast off tail to
the centre bottom and bring the tail out to the right
side. Pin the nose in place Pic.15, the top of the
nose should naturally curve due to the shaping. Starting at the bottom of the
nose with sewing thread slip stitch around the nose, push a small amount of
stuffing into the nose before closing the seam.
Pic.16
Measure down from the bottom of the nose 1 inch, place a pin at ½ inch
1
and at 1 inch. At the bottom pin measure out ½ inch each side and place
pins, Pic.16. Take the yarn tail from the nose and enter at position 1, go
down and exit at position 2, bring the yarn up and take it behind the yarn at
2
3
position 1 and enter at position 3, exit the yarn at the bottom of the nose
and do a couple of small backstitches, thread the yarn back into the body
exiting a couple of inches from the nose and cut the thread.
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